Sit N Relax 3in1
Include:
Newborn attachment
Toy bar
Bouncer frame
Attachment: toddler highchair
Frame with changeable height
Basket for storage
Wheels

Highlights:
3 in 1 high chair combo with universal newborn attachment and bouncer frame
Flexible use on table or inside the apartment
Hight-adjustable chassis - ideal for feeding on eye-level
Toy bar with figures supports your child's motor skills
Depth-adjustable and removable food tray with cup molding and elevated edge
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Sit N Relax 3in1

One for all. This 3in1 high chair combo is a true all-rounder thanks to the newborn
attachment that can be used uinversally. No matter whether on eye-level with the family
when at the table or in the apartment when playing, Sit'n Relax 3in1 is a long-lasting
companion.
Eating on eye-level - right from birth. In the ergonomically formed newborn attachment,
your little offspring is sure to feel safe from the very beginning thanks to soft, cosy and
breathable fabrics. And thanks to the high chair's height-adjustment, your little one will be
on eye-level with the family at all mealtimes. This gives you also the possibility of feeding
him or her in a back-friendly manner. In addition, the backrest can be adjusted so as to
reach the right position in the newborn high chair. And after eating, it's playtime. Your little
one will grab and play with the cute pendants on the mobile and, therefore, make
movements that support the development of your child's motor skills.
Rocking and playing. When your little offspring wishes to have some change, you can fix
the baby attachment on the rocker base that is included. This way, your treasure can
continue playing with its siblings on the floor. You can choose between letting the rocker
bob up and down or stand firm.
Children's high chair - eating just like a big one. Once your offspring can sit alone, you
may use the high chair attachment. The backrest and footrest, as well as the food tray
are adjustable in height or depth, and can be therefore adapted to your child's height. In
addition, the food tray has an elevated border and two practical cup moldings for
everything to stay where it should. However, should something spill over, the superior
tray element may be removed and cleaned. The 5-point harness and the middle bar
integrated in the seat give your child a strong hold. Toys and other things can be stored
away in the basket below the seat where you will have them ready at hand.
Flexible. Thanks to the casters, Sit'n Relax 3in1 can be moved from one room to another.
And when not needed, it can be folded down and stored away.
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Equipment characteristics
Large basket
Wheels
Easy to clean
Measurements and weights
Measurements folded

30 x 53 x 93 cm

Measurements built-up

84 x 58 x 105 cm

Attachment: High chair for newborns

1,7 kg

Attachment: toddler high chair

3,4 kg

Weight frame

5,4 kg

Weight total single item (without box)

10,55 kg

Characteristics BABY ATTACHMENT
Adjustable lying area
One hand adjustable back rest
Detachable cover
Adjustable and detachable mobile
3-point harness system
From birth to 9 kg
Characteristics HIGH CHAIR
Height-adjustment highchair
Detachable and depth-adjustable food tray
food tray with cup hole
Adjustable backrest

2 x

5-point harness system
From 6 months to 15 kg
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Sit N Relax 3in1
Recommended age range
From birth to 9 kg
From 6 months to 15 kg
Sending information
Pack size

55 x 33 x 73 cm

Weight total single item (without box)

10,55 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box)

12,55 kg
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